This year’s score reports for the English language arts and math tests taken by students in grades three through nine
feature information that will help parents better understand how well their child is meeting the expectations of the
Colorado Academic Standards and if their child is on track for college or career after graduation.

Student Performance Overview – This section provides your child’s performance level, overall score, and
percentile ranking. Students receive a numerical overall score and, based on that score, are included in one
of five performance levels. Level 5 indicates that a student exceeded expectations and Level 1 indicates that
a student did not yet meet expectations. The percentile ranking shows how well your student performed in
comparison to other students in the state. For example, a student in the 75th percentile performed better
than 75 percent of students in the state.
Performance Levels – Performance levels describe how well students met the expectations of their grade
level or course. Each performance level is defined by a range of scores. Levels 4 and 5 indicate that your
student met or exceeded expectations and is well prepared for the next grade level or course. Levels 1, 2 and
3 indicate that your student is not yet fully meeting grade level expectations.
Score Range – The purple graphic shows the score ranges for each performance level and where your
student’s score fall within that range. Your child’s score is indicated by the black triangle. The arrows
beneath your student’s scale score represent the probable range, which is the range of scores your student
would likely receive if the test were taken multiple times. The number of points within the probable range is
listed under the graphic.
On Track for the Next Grade Level or Course –Students who score at Level 1, 2, or 3 may need extra help to
be successful in the next grade level or course. Students performing at Level 4 or Level 5 are considered on
track for the next grade level or course. Knowing this now can help you start working early with your
student’s teacher to ensure that your student is ready for what comes next after graduation.
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Overall Score Comparisons – This area shows the average scores of students taking the same test in your
child’s school, district, state, and throughout the states administering the assessment. Use these score
averages to see how your child’s score compares to other students taking these tests.
State Performance – This graphic shows the percentage of students in Colorado who performed at each of the
five performance levels and gives you a sense of how your child’s performance compares to other students’
performance in Colorado.
Reading and Writing Performance – The
English language arts report includes your
student’s score in the categories of reading
and writing. Students who met expectations
scored 50 in reading and 35 in writing. Higher
scores show your child exceeded expectations,
while lower scores show he/she has not yet
fully met the expectations. You can also see
the average score for students in the school,
district, and state. Note: Reading and Writing
sub-performance scores are on a different
scale than the overall score. When added
together, they will not equal your student’s
overall score.
Score Breakdowns – This section provides a
breakdown of your student’s performance on
specific skill sets, so you can see where your
student is excelling or needs improvement.
Performance in these areas is reported using
categories rather than scores or performance
levels. It also includes a description of the
skills that demonstrate a clear understanding
of grade- or course-level standards. An up
arrow shows that a student met or exceeded
expectations. A bidirectional arrow shows
that a student approached expectations. A
down arrow shows that a student did not yet
meet or partially met expectations.

Colorado’s tests for English language arts and math were developed in collaboration with a consortium of states known as PARCC, or the
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers. The PARCC-developed tests in English language arts and math are part of
our state’s overall testing system, called the Colorado Measures of Academic Success, which also includes tests in science and social studies.
To learn more, visit: www.cde.state.co.us/communications/resourcesforparents

